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TYPES OF ENERGY- BOOK+MC GRAW HILLS Name:

the record to boxes the Tick quiz. choice multiple A  answer
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the inside happens conversion energy  fan.Whicha on turn you Suppose28.  motor.
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SOUND AND LIGHT ENERGY Name:
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they give off three
 forms of energy.
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A Conduction B Convection

C Radiation
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A Conduction B Convection
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C
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easily

A Conductor B Insulator

3. Material through which
 electricity cannot flow easily

A Conductor B Insulator

4. Metal is

 

 

flowcan

1. Flow of electricity through a conductor

A Current B Convection

C Conduction

2. Material through which
 electricity  

_____________

A Conductor B Insulator

5. Plastic is _____________

 _________

A Circuit B Resistor
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object which resists
 the flow of

 
 

  

A Conductor B Insulator

6. A path 
called

along which electric current
 flows is

 

energy

A Circuit B Resistor

Electricity Name:

the record to boxes the Tick quiz. choice multiple A  answer
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17.
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18. This is _____________

A Wire B Resistor

C Voltage
 source

19. This is _____________

A Wire B Resistor

C Voltage
 source

20.

A

B

21.

A

B

22.

A

B



23.

A

B

24.

A Series
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B Parallel
 circuit

25.

A Series
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B Parallel
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path many in flows CurrentA
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27.

and school

A Series
 circuit
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A Current flows in many path

B Current flows in 
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have we

 
  Which28.

path one
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30.

A Open
 circuit

B Closed
 circuit

31.

A Open
 circuit

B Closed
 circuit

32.

A Series
 circuit

B Parallel
 circuit

33.

A Series
 circuit

B Parallel
 circuit

34.

A Series
 circuit

B Parallel
 circuit

35.

A Series
 circuit

B Parallel
 circuit



Renewable and Non-Renewable Resources Name:

Tick the box to show which group each item is in

Renewable
Resources

Non-Renewable
Resources

1. Hydropower

2. Nuclear Energy

3. Coal

4. Natural Gas

Renewable
Resources

Non-Renewable
Resources

5. Oil

6. Solar

7. Wind

8. Geothermal

wordwall.net/print/28478431/renewable-and-non-renewable-resources



RENEWABLE RESOURCES Name:

Draw a line to connect each pair of boxes

GEOTHERMAL
ENERGY Energy from the sun

HYDROPOWER Energy from the wind

BIOFUEL
Energy from the earth

interior

WIND ENERGY
Energy from the

plants and animals

SOLAR ENERGY Energy from the water

wordwall.net/print/28586679/renewable-resources



RENEWABLE RESOURCES Name:

1. Energy from the sun

A SOLAR ENERGY

B WIND ENERGY

C GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

D HYDROPOWER

2. Energy from the wind

A BIOFUEL C HYDROPOWER

B SOLAR ENERGY D WIND ENERGY

3. Energy from the earth interior

A HYDROPOWER

B GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

C WIND ENERGY

D SOLAR ENERGY

4. Energy from the plants and animals

A SOLAR ENERGY

B GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

C WIND ENERGY

D BIOFUEL

5. Energy from the water

A GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

B SOLAR ENERGY

C BIOFUEL

D HYDROPOWER

6.

A HYDROPOWER D SOLAR

B GEOTHERMAL E BIOFUEL

C WIND

7.

A HYDROPOWER D SOLAR

B GEOTHERMAL E BIOFUEL

C WIND

8. Wood,crops and animal waste is called

A Airmass B Biomass

9. Select renewable resource

Select 3 answers

A Air D Coal

B Water E Gas

C Wind F Crude Oil

10. Geothermal energy is obtained and used by
harnessing the heat from__________ Earth's
surface.

A Above B Below

wordwall.net/print/28586959/renewable-resources



2- RENEWABLE RESOURCES Name:

1. A device that produces electricity from sunlight
is a(n)______

A Solar cell B Dry cell

2. hydroelectric plant uses alternative energy
sources, such as_____ , to generate electricity.

A Wind B Water

3.

Which type of energy would best be used in an
area with a lot of hot springs?

A hydroelectricity

B solar energy

C wind energy

D geothermal energy

4. Wind energy, water energy, and solar power
are all examples of____________energy
solutions.

A Renewable or alternate resources

B Non renewable

5. Which is not a source of renewable energy?

A thermal energy C solar energy

B wind energy D fossil fuels

6. Wind energy, harnessed by windmills, is one
type of ___________ energy source.

A nonrenewable B renewable

7. Because it can be replaced quickly in nature,
water is considered a(n)

A nonrenewable B renewable

8. Which method is used to change plant and
animal materials into usable fuel?

A hydroelectricity

B recycling

C biomass conversion

D solar collection

9.

A BIOFUEL

B WIND ENERGY

C GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

10.

A BIOFUEL

B WIND ENERGY

C GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

wordwall.net/print/28588235/2-renewable-resources



1-Non-Renewable resources Name:

1. Fossils fuels are

A nonrenewable resources

B renewable resources

C unlimited resources

D inexpensive resources

2. How are fossil fuels formed?

A Heat and pressure turn animal and
plant remains into fuels.

B Scientists collect fossils and turn
them into fuels.

C On the surface of Earth, wind and
rain turn fossils into fuels.

D Fossils sink into swamps and take
between five and ten years to turn
into fuels.

3. __________ is pumped out of the ground and
can be used for cooking and heating our
homes

A Crude Oil B Natural Gas

4. Which is not a fossil fuel?

A Oil C Wood

B Natural gas D Coal

5. A material that formed from ancient
organisms and is used today as a source of
energy is_____________

A fossil fuel

B sediment

C alternative energy resource

6. Which is an example of a nonrenewable
resource?

A Wind C Oil

B Sunlight D Water

7. Coal is mainly used to generate
____________and has been used to power
steam locomotives.

A Electricity B Sound energy

8. Corn, crabs, natural gas, and soybeans are
natural resources found in maryland.
Which is a nonrenewable resource? 

A Corn C Soybeans

B Crabs D Natural Gas

9. Nonrenewable resources are resources
that _____.

A take so long to form that they
cannot be replaced quickly

B are so plentiful in nature that they
can be used without worry

C cause no pollution to the
environment, so they are the best
kind to use

D cause so much pollution that they
are never used

10.

Coal is a nonrenewable natural
resource.Which best describes how
humans use coal?

A Humans use coal for food.

B Humans use coal for clothing.

C Humans use coal for medicine.

D Humans use coal to produce
electricity.

wordwall.net/print/28584666/1-non-renewable-resources



2-Non-Renewable resources Name:

1. Select all the natural resources

Select 5 answers

A Air C Tyre E Minerals

B Coal D Rocks F Plants

2. Natural resource is something found in __________

A Nature and valuable to humans

B Nature and invaluable to humans

3. Non renewable resources

A Cannot be replaced quickly.

B Can be replaced quickly.

4. What is fossil fuels?

A Source of energy made from the remains of ancient
living organisms.

B Made from gas

5. Select fossil fuels.

Select 3 answers

A Coal C Petroleum E Wind

B Natural gas D Sun

6.

Based on the “Sources of Electricity” pie graph, what is the
total percentage of nonrenewable resources that are used
to generate electricity?

A 86% B 100% C 67% D 15%

7.

Crude oil is 

A Non renewable resources

B Renewable resource

8. Select non renewable resource

Select 4 answers

A petroleum

B natural gas

C coal

D uranium(nuclear gas)

E Plants

F Wind

9. Coal is used to power

A Locomotives and steamboats

B Car

10.

Natural gas is used mainly

A For cooking and heating homes

B For making electricity

wordwall.net/print/28585790/2-non-renewable-resources



1-IMPACT OF ENERGY USE Name:

1. Fossil fuels used in transportation can cause
problems. Which is a possible solution to these
problems?

A Use renewable energy sources in cars,
such as biofuels and solar power.

B Have car and truck drivers use more
fossil fuels in their vehicles during rush
hour traffic

C Make hybrid cars, which use both gas
and electricity, illegal.

D Do not build fuel-efficient cars.

2. When an item is _____________, it is made
into a new product.

A Reduce B Reuse C Recycle

3. Using something twice

A Reduce B Reuse C Recycle

4. Lessening the amount of something that is used.

A Reduce B Reuse C Recycle

5. Which is not a source of renewable energy?

A Geothermal energy

B wind energy

C solar energy

D fossil fuels

6.

What percentage of the energy resources used by
Americans comes from fossil fuels?

A 7.5% C 85.2%

B 40.3% D 93.2%

7. Burning oil as fuel can release harmful
substances called______________

A pollution B Electricity

8. Our society uses up vast amounts of
nonrenewable sources of energy. What should we
do about energy sources in the future?

A Nothing; all energy sources are
replaceable.

B We will need to develop new ways of
using oil.

C We will need to develop more technology
that relies on fossil fuels.

D We will need to find ways to use
renewable sources of energy.

9. The overuse of fossil fuels leads to _____.

A flooding C fertile soil

B pollution D good crops

10. Reducing the amount of resources we use,
called____________ , will allow resources to
be saved for a later time

A Consumption B conservation

wordwall.net/print/28590297/1-impact-of-energy-use



Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle Name:

Tick the box to show which group each item is in

Reduce Reuse Recycle

1. I turn off the
water when I
brush my teeth.

2. I refill my water
bottle instead
of throwing it
away.

3. I put cans in the
recycling
container
instead of in
the garbage.

4. I use a
lunchbox
instead of a
paper bag.

5. I turn off the
lights when I
leave the room.

6. I put cardboard
boxes in the
recycling
container
instead of in
the garbage.

Reduce Reuse Recycle

7. I put plastic in
the recycling
container
instead of in
the garbage.

8. I put paper in
the recycling
container
instead of in
the garbage.

9. I take shorter
showers .

10. I walk to school
instead of
driving.

11. I write on the
back of my
paper instead
of getting a new
one.

12. I donate my old
clothes for
others to use
them.

wordwall.net/print/9798356/reduce-reuse-and-recycle



of energy.Why are fossils known as non  renewable?

It is essential
 for civilization.

B It cannot A be

lotscontain

energy comes from?

A Inside earth B Sun C Wind 

 

turbines Hydroelectric dams

6. Lily learned that fossil fuels 

D

 

  

use _________ from the earth interior to  generate power.

A Heat B Sound C Light
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replaced

plantspower

fast
 enough for future use.

C They are 

 

easily renewed. D They are alternative
 energy sources.

7. Geothermal 

 

geothermal does

 a ____________ resource.

A Renewable B Non renewable resource

are

3.  water,solar energy,nuclear energy and geothermal energy areWind,moving  

  

1. Biomass conversion generates energy from________

A Plants and

fuels

  waste B Running water C Sunlight D Moving air

2. Fossil

animal

all _________

burned to heat our homes and give  us electricity.

A Natural gas B Coal C Plastic D Oil

5. Where 

 is that

A Non renewable
 resources

B Free energy sources C Fossil fuels D

 resource a NOT

Date:

  Which4.

resources Renewable

is

Name:

Select the correct option:



our meet to COAL  usingof effect one is  What energy needs?

out. run not will 

 

Itair. the cleans ItA B C

13.

 a is ItBup.  usedbe cannot ItA

resource? 

 gasoline.natural resource. of sources 
new creates  Itsunlight. extra creates ItC D

energy

It doesnot

energy NuclearC
resource. renewable 

 nona is energy NuclearB  
fuels.

is used
the damage 

may waste  energyNuclearD
electricity. generate to 

 

 

  

statement Which14.

environment. 
the 

 

pollutesItD
wildlife. the 

disturb  

fossil

is NOT

using created 
is energy 

 

Nuclear

energy? Nuclear about TRUE 

A

 renewable 

10.

ProductionDConservationCGenerationBReservation

Energy

A

 is wisely resources using called____________ 

  

11.

HydroelectricityBElectricity StaticA

generatefrom   used is water running to

Which

or,protecting

 2 Select

resources? renewable 

answers

arefollowing the of Which8.  

 

A  

 saving of act The

Fossil

9.

Denergy WindCHydroelectricityBfuels Copper

 of 

energy WindD
energy. create 

 
toproducts 

waste uses energy 
 

Biomass can be

a power solar is 

 

Why

night. and day generated 

12.

C
streams. 

A

energy? renewable to advantage

Solar

  not is following the an

 power 
and river block 

dams HydroelectricB
resource. a as abudant 

is

 environment.


